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Delta Air Lines emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy on 30 ApDelta Air Lines emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy on 30 April, and we commend the ril, and we commend the 
efforts of the airlineefforts of the airline’’s employees and management over the last nineteen and a half mons employees and management over the last nineteen and a half months. ths. 
Along with the companyAlong with the company’’s emergence, a new livery and brand were revealed, prompting s emergence, a new livery and brand were revealed, prompting 
questions over when Delta Virtual would transition to the new idquestions over when Delta Virtual would transition to the new identity. This is not the first time entity. This is not the first time 
a brand transformation has occurred for one of a brand transformation has occurred for one of SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss airlines. Delta Virtualairlines. Delta Virtual’’s website s website 
will remain the same until the new Delta brand enters into wideswill remain the same until the new Delta brand enters into widespread use and recognition.pread use and recognition.

At the same time, our faithful pilots deserve congratulatioAt the same time, our faithful pilots deserve congratulations of your own: you again broke ns of your own: you again broke 
the organization records of flight hours (9610:17 vs. 8696:12) athe organization records of flight hours (9610:17 vs. 8696:12) and flight hours per pilot (25:42 nd flight hours per pilot (25:42 
vs. 22:47) set in January. Well done to everyone who flew this pvs. 22:47) set in January. Well done to everyone who flew this past month.ast month.

This monthThis month’’s issue of s issue of LatitudeLatitude also delves into the issue of airline finances, and understandialso delves into the issue of airline finances, and understanding ng 
how to interpret an airlinehow to interpret an airline’’s financial statements. I hope you find my introduction to the ts financial statements. I hope you find my introduction to the topic opic 
useful. Also in this issue, youuseful. Also in this issue, you’’ll be able to read about the resurgence in popularity that ll be able to read about the resurgence in popularity that 
turboprops have been facing in recent years.turboprops have been facing in recent years.

Continuing with the excitement over the recently signed opeContinuing with the excitement over the recently signed open skies agreement between the n skies agreement between the 
European Union and the United States, this monthEuropean Union and the United States, this month’’s cover story focuses on the biggest sticking s cover story focuses on the biggest sticking 
point of the agreementpoint of the agreement——open access to London Heathrow Airport. Liberalized aviation open access to London Heathrow Airport. Liberalized aviation 
agreements, and transatlantic open skies in particular, is a topagreements, and transatlantic open skies in particular, is a topic Iic I’’ve studied very carefully, so if ve studied very carefully, so if 
youyou’’d like to see additional articles on the topic in the future, Id like to see additional articles on the topic in the future, I’’d like to know.d like to know.

New this month to New this month to LatitudeLatitude is the Mailbag, where you can share your thoughts on is the Mailbag, where you can share your thoughts on LatitudeLatitude
articles or issues with the rest of the SimAirline.net communityarticles or issues with the rest of the SimAirline.net community. I hope you enjoy this new . I hope you enjoy this new 

addition and take full advantage of it.addition and take full advantage of it.
As always, I strongly encourage you to As always, I strongly encourage you to 

let me know what new articles and features let me know what new articles and features 
youyou’’d like to see in both SimAirline.net and d like to see in both SimAirline.net and 
LatitudeLatitude in particular. I hope youin particular. I hope you’’ll consider ll consider 
participating in the production of the participating in the production of the 
magazine, or on our management team as magazine, or on our management team as 
well.well.

Happy Flying!Happy Flying!

Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson
aaron.robinson@simairline.netaaron.robinson@simairline.net
AOL Instant Messenger: AOL Instant Messenger: SimAirlineNetSimAirlineNet

VVIEWPOINTIEWPOINT

DeltaDelta’’s new livery was unveiled at s new livery was unveiled at 
the same time the airline came the same time the airline came 
out of bankruptcy protection.out of bankruptcy protection.
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MMAILBAGAILBAG
Contributing Articles?Contributing Articles?
My hat off to you.My hat off to you. LatitudeLatitude is outstanding!is outstanding! I am going to talk to a friend of mine who is a real pilot for I am going to talk to a friend of mine who is a real pilot for 
Continental and has flown with me virtually.Continental and has flown with me virtually. Perhaps he could write small articles for your magazine if Perhaps he could write small articles for your magazine if 
you are interested. Congratulations.you are interested. Congratulations.

David VelezDavid Velez
Newark, NJ, U.S.Newark, NJ, U.S.

Latitude highly encourages interested pilots to contact Latitude highly encourages interested pilots to contact Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson with ideas for articles theywith ideas for articles they’’d like to see published d like to see published 
in future articles.in future articles.——Ed.Ed.

Praise for LatitudePraise for Latitude
Great job on Great job on LatitudeLatitude.. I really like the look and style of it, and I believe it consideI really like the look and style of it, and I believe it considerably improves the rably improves the 
feel of SimAirline.net as an actual airline. Some great creativifeel of SimAirline.net as an actual airline. Some great creativity went into I'm sure, and it shows.ty went into I'm sure, and it shows.

Josh Josh PlavePlave
Washington, DC, U.S.Washington, DC, U.S.

Adding Retired AircraftAdding Retired Aircraft
I've read in I've read in LatitudeLatitude that you are going to offer more retired types. Now I know the that you are going to offer more retired types. Now I know the information on information on 
routes flown by those airliners is rather limited. However, at mroutes flown by those airliners is rather limited. However, at my previous VA we had a similar system y previous VA we had a similar system 
which included full timetables for the 727, Lwhich included full timetables for the 727, L--1011, and MD1011, and MD--11. I was wondering if you could use that 11. I was wondering if you could use that 
information? I still have friends in the management so it shouldinformation? I still have friends in the management so it shouldn't be a problem to obtain those n't be a problem to obtain those 
timetables without difficulty, those timetables are complete andtimetables without difficulty, those timetables are complete and form a representation from 727, Lform a representation from 727, L--
1011, and MD1011, and MD--11 flights from the 7011 flights from the 70’’s until the 90s until the 90’’s.s.

Sander Sander JordansJordans
Amsterdam, NetherlandsAmsterdam, Netherlands

Retired aircraft are offered on Discontinued Flights where approRetired aircraft are offered on Discontinued Flights where appropriate, using schedules as old as 1990. At this time, priate, using schedules as old as 1990. At this time, 
Delta Virtual currently offers 32 727 flights, 10 LDelta Virtual currently offers 32 727 flights, 10 L--1011 flights, and 24 MD1011 flights, and 24 MD--11 flights, with additional 727 flights 11 flights, with additional 727 flights 
coming in the future.coming in the future.——Ed.Ed.
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LatitudeLatitude welcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the mawelcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the magazine. Letters should be directed to gazine. Letters should be directed to 
latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names wil. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names will be withheld upon request. l be withheld upon request. 
LatitudeLatitude reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not guarantee publication.guarantee publication.



NNEWS EWS BBRIEFSRIEFS
Delta Exits Bankruptcy, Announces New Corporate ImageDelta Exits Bankruptcy, Announces New Corporate Image
Delta Air Lines exited bankruptcy on 30 April and unveiled its nDelta Air Lines exited bankruptcy on 30 April and unveiled its new livery, to replace the current ew livery, to replace the current ““Wavy GravyWavy Gravy”” livery. Delta has livery. Delta has 
secured $2.5 billion in exit financing and will resume public trsecured $2.5 billion in exit financing and will resume public trading on 3 May. Deltaading on 3 May. Delta’’s new Board of Directors includes retired s new Board of Directors includes retired 
Eastman Kodak CEO Daniel Carp as Chairman, Delta CEO Gerald GrinEastman Kodak CEO Daniel Carp as Chairman, Delta CEO Gerald Grinstein, and former Northwest CEO Richard Anderson.stein, and former Northwest CEO Richard Anderson.

Virgin America Appeals to Keep Reid as CEOVirgin America Appeals to Keep Reid as CEO
Virgin America asked the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)Virgin America asked the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) to reconsider its decision that CEO Fred Reid must leave the to reconsider its decision that CEO Fred Reid must leave the 
airline. DOT required that Reid depart within 90 days of the airairline. DOT required that Reid depart within 90 days of the airlineline’’s certification, but Virgin America has requested that Reid be s certification, but Virgin America has requested that Reid be 
allowed to stay on permanently, or at least until the airline waallowed to stay on permanently, or at least until the airline was fully launched.s fully launched.

Jet Airways Acquires Air SaharaJet Airways Acquires Air Sahara——AgainAgain
Jet Airways reached a new agreement to buy Air Sahara, one of itJet Airways reached a new agreement to buy Air Sahara, one of its domestic rivals, for $344 million. The two carriers had previos domestic rivals, for $344 million. The two carriers had previously usly 
announced a merger for $500 million but called it off last June announced a merger for $500 million but called it off last June in the face of Air Saharain the face of Air Sahara’’s declining performance. The acquisition s declining performance. The acquisition 
boosts Jet Airwaysboosts Jet Airways’’ domestic market share from its leading 25% to 33%, with Air Sahdomestic market share from its leading 25% to 33%, with Air Sahara to be ara to be rebrandedrebranded as as JetLiteJetLite..

Aeroflot Enters Alitalia BiddingAeroflot Enters Alitalia Bidding
Aeroflot Russian Airlines has joined the bidding for SkyTeam parAeroflot Russian Airlines has joined the bidding for SkyTeam partner Alitalia, partnering with the tner Alitalia, partnering with the UniCreditUniCredit bid. The two are bid. The two are 
reportedly open to another airline joining their bid. Lufthansa reportedly open to another airline joining their bid. Lufthansa has been rumored to be interested in an Alitalia stake, and Air has been rumored to be interested in an Alitalia stake, and Air 
FranceFrance--KLM may still rejoin the process. Management & KLM may still rejoin the process. Management & CapitaliCapitali withdrew its bid for the airline.withdrew its bid for the airline.

Northwest Announces New BoardNorthwest Announces New Board
Northwest Airlines Chairman Gary Wilson will step down from the Northwest Airlines Chairman Gary Wilson will step down from the Board of Directors after serving as chairman since 1997 and Board of Directors after serving as chairman since 1997 and 
coco--chairman since 1991. Wilson, who once owned as much as 20% of thchairman since 1991. Wilson, who once owned as much as 20% of the airline, was one of the key figures in the 1989 leveraged e airline, was one of the key figures in the 1989 leveraged 
buyout of the airline. Roy buyout of the airline. Roy BostockBostock, a director since 2005, will replace Wilson as chairman. New bo, a director since 2005, will replace Wilson as chairman. New board members include Mike ard members include Mike 
Durham, former President and CEO of Durham, former President and CEO of SabreSabre, Mickey , Mickey ForetForet, Northwest, Northwest’’s CFO from 1998 to 2002, Jeffrey Katz, former President s CFO from 1998 to 2002, Jeffrey Katz, former President 
and CEO of Swissair, and Rodney Slater, Secretary of Transportatand CEO of Swissair, and Rodney Slater, Secretary of Transportation during the Clinton Administration.ion during the Clinton Administration.

RyanairRyanair’’ss OO’’Leary Considering Transatlantic FlightsLeary Considering Transatlantic Flights
RyanairRyanair CEO Michael OCEO Michael O’’Leary is looking into expanding the Leary is looking into expanding the RyanairRyanair business model to transatlantic flights, once the EUbusiness model to transatlantic flights, once the EU--U.S. open U.S. open 
skies agreement enters effect. Oskies agreement enters effect. O’’Leary explained that Leary explained that RyanairRyanair would not operate the flights, but it would rather have the newwould not operate the flights, but it would rather have the new airline airline 
feed into feed into RyanairRyanair’’ss European bases. OEuropean bases. O’’Leary cited that fares as low as Leary cited that fares as low as €€10 could be possible.10 could be possible.

Compass Receives Certification from FAACompass Receives Certification from FAA
Compass Airlines, Northwest AirlinesCompass Airlines, Northwest Airlines’’ new regional subsidiary, received FAA certification to begin opnew regional subsidiary, received FAA certification to begin operations. Compass will erations. Compass will 
initially fly between Minneapolis/St. Paul and Washington Dullesinitially fly between Minneapolis/St. Paul and Washington Dulles, using a CRJ, using a CRJ--200, with Embraer 175 deliveries coming later this 200, with Embraer 175 deliveries coming later this 
year. Compass was established after Northwest bought the Air Opeyear. Compass was established after Northwest bought the Air Operator Certificate of the nowrator Certificate of the now--closed Independence Air.closed Independence Air.

ANA AffiliatesANA Affiliates’’ Pilots Go On StrikePilots Go On Strike
Over five hundred pilots from All Nippon AirwaysOver five hundred pilots from All Nippon Airways’’ regional affiliates went on a 24regional affiliates went on a 24--hour strike on 10 April to protest hour strike on 10 April to protest ““the the 
management stance on training.management stance on training.”” 136 of the ANA Group136 of the ANA Group’’s 888 flights were cancelled, but only domestic operations were s 888 flights were cancelled, but only domestic operations were affected.affected.

Gulf Air Restructures OperationsGulf Air Restructures Operations
The Middle EastThe Middle East’’s original longs original long--haul carrier, Gulf Air, will cut several key longhaul routes, ophaul carrier, Gulf Air, will cut several key longhaul routes, opting to refocus itself on the region. In ting to refocus itself on the region. In 
addition to removing Dublin, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Johannesburg, Saddition to removing Dublin, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Johannesburg, Singapore, and Sydney from its network, the airline will also ingapore, and Sydney from its network, the airline will also 
reduce its fleet size from 34 aircraft to 28. Gulf Air has faredreduce its fleet size from 34 aircraft to 28. Gulf Air has fared poorly in recent years due to the rise of Emirates, poorly in recent years due to the rise of Emirates, EtihadEtihad, and Qatar , and Qatar 
Airways, the latter two of which forced Gulf Air to close its loAirways, the latter two of which forced Gulf Air to close its longtime hubs in Abu Dhabi and Doha.ngtime hubs in Abu Dhabi and Doha.

Dash 6 Production to Resume After Two DecadesDash 6 Production to Resume After Two Decades
De Havilland Dash 6 production will resume after a nineteenDe Havilland Dash 6 production will resume after a nineteen--year hiatus, citing year hiatus, citing ““phenomenalphenomenal”” demand because demand because ““there is no there is no 
comparable model available.comparable model available.”” The first of the new Dash 6The first of the new Dash 6--400s, with new engines and a glass cockpit, will enter service i400s, with new engines and a glass cockpit, will enter service in late 2008.n late 2008.
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Trendy TurbopropsTrendy Turboprops

Turboprop sales have been on the rise over the last few Turboprop sales have been on the rise over the last few 
years, with the market split between ATR and Bombardier. years, with the market split between ATR and Bombardier. 
ATR offers the ATR 42 (46ATR offers the ATR 42 (46--50 passengers) and ATR 72 (6450 passengers) and ATR 72 (64--
74), while the Bombardier Q74), while the Bombardier Q--Series (also known as the De Series (also known as the De 
Havilland Dash 8) has three models in production, the Havilland Dash 8) has three models in production, the --200 200 
(37(37--39 passengers), 39 passengers), --300 (50300 (50--56), and 56), and --400 (68400 (68--78).78).

The regional jet boom of the 1990s led to a major The regional jet boom of the 1990s led to a major 
downturn in turboprop sales, forcing longtime manufacturers downturn in turboprop sales, forcing longtime manufacturers 
Beechcraft, Dornier, Embraer, Fokker, and Saab to end Beechcraft, Dornier, Embraer, Fokker, and Saab to end 
production.production.

Turboprop demand in recent years has increased largely Turboprop demand in recent years has increased largely 
due to rising fuel prices and the recognition that revenue due to rising fuel prices and the recognition that revenue 
premiums for regional jet service were not as large as premiums for regional jet service were not as large as 
previously experienced. While turboprops are slower than previously experienced. While turboprops are slower than 
regional jets, on short hops, the time difference is minimal, regional jets, on short hops, the time difference is minimal, 
but the fuel savings can be considerable.but the fuel savings can be considerable.

In 2005, nearly half of all regional aircraft ordered were In 2005, nearly half of all regional aircraft ordered were 
turboprops (134 turboprops vs. 136 turboprops (134 turboprops vs. 136 RJsRJs), with nearly all from ), with nearly all from 
outside North America. While the ATR is more popular in outside North America. While the ATR is more popular in 
Europe (it is owned by EADS and ItalyEurope (it is owned by EADS and Italy’’s s AleniaAlenia), the Dash ), the Dash 
8/Q8/Q--Series has been more popular in the U.S. ATR also tends Series has been more popular in the U.S. ATR also tends 
to make numerous sales of small quantities, while Bombardier to make numerous sales of small quantities, while Bombardier 
receives orders from just a few customers, but for larger receives orders from just a few customers, but for larger 
totals. Although orders declined last year, deliveries jumped totals. Although orders declined last year, deliveries jumped 
from 15 to 24 for ATR, and from 43 to 72 for Bombardier.from 15 to 24 for ATR, and from 43 to 72 for Bombardier.

Another reason that turboprops have become more Another reason that turboprops have become more 
successful compared to regional jets of late is that the 50successful compared to regional jets of late is that the 50--seat seat 
regional jet market has become largely saturated, with regional regional jet market has become largely saturated, with regional 
airlines moving up and now ordering 70airlines moving up and now ordering 70-- and 90and 90--seat jets.seat jets.

The shutdown of Independence Air in January 2006 put 88 The shutdown of Independence Air in January 2006 put 88 
extra CRJextra CRJ--200s on the market, a quarter of which are still in 200s on the market, a quarter of which are still in 
storage. As a result, Bombardier briefly shut down the CRJstorage. As a result, Bombardier briefly shut down the CRJ--
200 line for three months last year due to insufficient orders.200 line for three months last year due to insufficient orders.

However, Bombardier is optimistic about large However, Bombardier is optimistic about large 
turboprops: deliveries last year increased from 28 to 48, and turboprops: deliveries last year increased from 28 to 48, and 
the manufacturer is considering stretching its the manufacturer is considering stretching its --400 offering 400 offering 
even further.even further.

In the small turboprop segment, Viking Air recently In the small turboprop segment, Viking Air recently 
announced that it would resume production of the De announced that it would resume production of the De 
Havilland Dash 6 (see Havilland Dash 6 (see News BriefsNews Briefs, p. 5). The versatility of the , p. 5). The versatility of the 
type and the lack of competition in that market prompted the type and the lack of competition in that market prompted the 
company to offer an company to offer an uprateduprated version. version. 

While the regional jet is still king, the turboprop revivalWhile the regional jet is still king, the turboprop revival
remains strong. Whether it will lead to the creation of an allremains strong. Whether it will lead to the creation of an all--
new offering in the market remains to be seen.new offering in the market remains to be seen.

Nicolas Kersting

Recent SimAirline.net Turboprop NewsRecent SimAirline.net Turboprop News
23 April 2007 23 April 2007 –– Horizon Air orders 15 additional Q400s Horizon Air orders 15 additional Q400s 
with 20 options.with 20 options.
8 April 2007 8 April 2007 –– Big Sky Airlines begins operating the Big Sky Airlines begins operating the 
Beechcraft 1900D under the Delta Connection banner.Beechcraft 1900D under the Delta Connection banner.
3 April 2007 3 April 2007 –– CommutairCommutair begins operating the Dash 8begins operating the Dash 8--
200 under the Continental Connection banner.200 under the Continental Connection banner.
15 March 2007 15 March 2007 –– Pinnacle Airlines orders 15 Q400s Pinnacle Airlines orders 15 Q400s 
with 10 conditional orders and 20 options, for use as with 10 conditional orders and 20 options, for use as 
Continental Connection operated by Pinnacle subsidiary Continental Connection operated by Pinnacle subsidiary 
ColganColgan Air.Air.
6 September 2006 6 September 2006 –– Frontier Airlines orders 10  Q400s Frontier Airlines orders 10  Q400s 
with 10 options.with 10 options.
18 July 2006 18 July 2006 –– Horizon Air converts one Q400 option.Horizon Air converts one Q400 option.
15 July 2006 15 July 2006 –– Freedom Airlines begins operating the Freedom Airlines begins operating the 
Dash 8Dash 8--100 under the Delta Connection banner.100 under the Delta Connection banner.
30 January 2006 30 January 2006 –– South African Express orders two South African Express orders two 
Dash 8Dash 8--400s.400s.
19 October 2005 19 October 2005 –– Horizon Air orders 12 Q400s.Horizon Air orders 12 Q400s.
1 July 2004 1 July 2004 –– Cape Air begins operating ATR 42s under Cape Air begins operating ATR 42s under 
the Continental Connection banner.the Continental Connection banner.
1 September 2003 1 September 2003 –– ANA Connection begins operating ANA Connection begins operating 
the first of four Dash 8the first of four Dash 8--400s,400s,

N.B. The Dash 8 and QN.B. The Dash 8 and Q--Series are the same airframe. At Series are the same airframe. At 
SimAirline,netSimAirline,net, the Q, the Q--Series designator is only referred to Series designator is only referred to 
as such for Horizon Air.as such for Horizon Air.
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Until next March, flights to the U.S. from London Heathrow Until next March, flights to the U.S. from London Heathrow 
Airport are restricted to American, British Airways, United, andAirport are restricted to American, British Airways, United, and
Virgin Atlantic. Why is this and why is Heathrow access deemed Virgin Atlantic. Why is this and why is Heathrow access deemed 
so critical? The following is excerpted and edited from Aaron so critical? The following is excerpted and edited from Aaron 
RobinsonRobinson’’s essay s essay ““The Policies and Problems of Transatlantic The Policies and Problems of Transatlantic 
Aviation Relations,Aviation Relations,”” the full text of which is available the full text of which is available herehere..

Because of the overwhelming importance of the U.S.Because of the overwhelming importance of the U.S.--
U.K. aviation market, transatlantic open skies had to U.K. aviation market, transatlantic open skies had to 
resolve the biggest issue of contention between the two resolve the biggest issue of contention between the two 
countries: access to Londoncountries: access to London’’s Heathrow airport. On the s Heathrow airport. On the 
importance of Heathrow to international travel, importance of Heathrow to international travel, 
PetzingerPetzinger writes writes ““much more than an airport, Heathrow much more than an airport, Heathrow 
is a crossroadsis a crossroads…….the whole world changes planes at .the whole world changes planes at 
Heathrow. Along with being vital, Heathrow is Heathrow. Along with being vital, Heathrow is 
inaccessible.inaccessible.””

While Heathrow is only third in terms of total While Heathrow is only third in terms of total 
passengers (behind Atlanta and Chicago Opassengers (behind Atlanta and Chicago O’’Hare), it Hare), it 
handles the most international passengers in the world. handles the most international passengers in the world. 
When one adds the passenger numbers for LondonWhen one adds the passenger numbers for London’’s s 
four other airports, it easily wins the crown as the four other airports, it easily wins the crown as the 
worldworld’’s most served city.s most served city.

However, like the other major hubs in Europe, However, like the other major hubs in Europe, 
Heathrow is constrained by suburban sprawl, noise Heathrow is constrained by suburban sprawl, noise 
restrictions, and safety constraints, which together limit restrictions, and safety constraints, which together limit 
the number of operations per hour. Unlike most of its the number of operations per hour. Unlike most of its 
competition on the continent, Heathrow and Gatwick competition on the continent, Heathrow and Gatwick 
are both limited in the services they can provide to the are both limited in the services they can provide to the 
U.S. While the rest of the U.K. is open to all traffic, U.S. While the rest of the U.K. is open to all traffic, 
Heathrow is restricted.Heathrow is restricted.

The British renounced the original Bermuda The British renounced the original Bermuda 
agreement in 1976 because of concerns about the agreement in 1976 because of concerns about the 
dominance of Pan Am and TWA, the designated U.S. dominance of Pan Am and TWA, the designated U.S. 
airlines across the Atlantic prior to deregulation, and to airlines across the Atlantic prior to deregulation, and to 
provide more rights to charter operators while at theprovide more rights to charter operators while at the

ByeBye--bye, Bermuda IIbye, Bermuda II

same time improving British Airwayssame time improving British Airways’’ competitive competitive 
position. Therefore, a more restrictive agreement, known position. Therefore, a more restrictive agreement, known 
as Bermuda II, was signed in 1977 and entered effect the as Bermuda II, was signed in 1977 and entered effect the 
following year.following year.

Under the terms of Bermuda II, only a certain Under the terms of Bermuda II, only a certain 
number of U.S. gateways could be served from London, number of U.S. gateways could be served from London, 
with some permanent, while others could be switched. In with some permanent, while others could be switched. In 
addition, only certain airports could be served from addition, only certain airports could be served from 
Heathrow, provided the airline had access rights to Heathrow, provided the airline had access rights to 
Heathrow. Finally, Bermuda II restricted Heathrow to Heathrow. Finally, Bermuda II restricted Heathrow to 
solely those airlines already serving it.solely those airlines already serving it.

The situation was complicated further in 1980 when The situation was complicated further in 1980 when 
U.S. Speaker of the House Thomas OU.S. Speaker of the House Thomas O’’Neill and Senator Neill and Senator 
Edward Kennedy (both from Massachusetts) demanded Edward Kennedy (both from Massachusetts) demanded 
an amendment to Bermuda II so that Pan Am could an amendment to Bermuda II so that Pan Am could 
resume service to Heathrow from Boston. The British resume service to Heathrow from Boston. The British 
agreed, provided that only two U.S. and two U.K. agreed, provided that only two U.S. and two U.K. 
airlines could ever fly Heathrowairlines could ever fly Heathrow--U.S. routes at one time. U.S. routes at one time. 
If not Pan Am and TWA, then their If not Pan Am and TWA, then their ““corporate corporate 
successors,successors,”” language that was meaningless until Pan language that was meaningless until Pan 
both saw a need to shed assets to stay afloat.both saw a need to shed assets to stay afloat.

In 1990, Pan Am tried to sell its Heathrow rights to In 1990, Pan Am tried to sell its Heathrow rights to 
United (with the goal of eventually selling the entire United (with the goal of eventually selling the entire 
airline and saving jobs). Americanairline and saving jobs). American’’s reaction was to buy s reaction was to buy 
the same rights from the ailing TWA. However British the same rights from the ailing TWA. However British 
AirwaysAirways’’ objections, noting the objections, noting the ““corporate successorscorporate successors””
language, were upheld; American and United were language, were upheld; American and United were 
corporate successors only if they bought the entireties of corporate successors only if they bought the entireties of 
Pan Am and TWA, and were merely exchanging assets Pan Am and TWA, and were merely exchanging assets 
otherwise.otherwise.

To appease the British, the U.S. allowed the thenTo appease the British, the U.S. allowed the then--
upstart Virgin Atlantic to serve the U.S. from Heathrow, upstart Virgin Atlantic to serve the U.S. from Heathrow, 
which angered British Airways, but was compensated forwhich angered British Airways, but was compensated for

--continued on page 8continued on page 8--

Pyers Easton
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--continued from page 7continued from page 7--

by British Airways receiving full authority to codeshare by British Airways receiving full authority to codeshare 
with a U.S. partner.with a U.S. partner.

Because of their combined dominance between the Because of their combined dominance between the 
two countries, the restrictions faced by American and two countries, the restrictions faced by American and 
British Airways are far steeper than those in other British Airways are far steeper than those in other 
alliances. While the two can cooperate on services alliances. While the two can cooperate on services 
beyond their gateways, they can neither offer codeshare beyond their gateways, they can neither offer codeshare 
service nor allow reciprocal mileage earning to their service nor allow reciprocal mileage earning to their 
customers on flights between the two countries.customers on flights between the two countries.

Because the AmericanBecause the American--British Airways connection is British Airways connection is 
by far the most important in by far the most important in oneworldoneworld, this may be part , this may be part 
of why of why oneworldoneworld has not developed as successfully as its has not developed as successfully as its 
rivals. The alliancerivals. The alliance’’s competitiveness has also been hurt s competitiveness has also been hurt 
by American and British Airwaysby American and British Airways’’ inability to serve inability to serve 
Dallas/Ft. Worth (AmericanDallas/Ft. Worth (American’’s primary hub) from s primary hub) from 
Heathrow.Heathrow.

Each time American and British Airways have applied Each time American and British Airways have applied 
for antitrust immunity (and the full codesharing for antitrust immunity (and the full codesharing 
privileges it allows), U.S. and U.K. authorities have privileges it allows), U.S. and U.K. authorities have 
agreed that the two would need to divest itself of a agreed that the two would need to divest itself of a 
significant number of Heathrow slots to maintain significant number of Heathrow slots to maintain 
competition.competition.

Even when Heathrow does open up to the four Even when Heathrow does open up to the four 
major U.S. airlines unable to serve it today, none would major U.S. airlines unable to serve it today, none would 
be able to actually move from Gatwick without first be able to actually move from Gatwick without first 
acquiring slots, which are essentially unavailable.acquiring slots, which are essentially unavailable.

These airlines proposed revising Bermuda II further These airlines proposed revising Bermuda II further 
to allow them to enter for competitive reasons, but to allow them to enter for competitive reasons, but 
incumbents have opposed this not just because of the incumbents have opposed this not just because of the 
increased competition, but on distributive grounds; increased competition, but on distributive grounds; 
under their proposal, new entrants would not be paying under their proposal, new entrants would not be paying 
their way into the club. Until the Heathrow issue was their way into the club. Until the Heathrow issue was 
finally resolved, any major breakthroughs in EUfinally resolved, any major breakthroughs in EU--U.S. U.S. 
negotiations were highly unlikely.negotiations were highly unlikely.

Airline ResponsesAirline Responses
American AirlinesAmerican Airlines wants to take advantage of open wants to take advantage of open 
skies to finally receive antitrust immunity with British skies to finally receive antitrust immunity with British 
Airways. Under Bermuda II, AmericanAirways. Under Bermuda II, American’’s flights to s flights to 
Dallas/Ft. Worth and Raleigh/Durham must Dallas/Ft. Worth and Raleigh/Durham must 
operate from Gatwick, so these will likely move to operate from Gatwick, so these will likely move to 
Heathrow, although where the slots will come from is Heathrow, although where the slots will come from is 
unclear.unclear.

BMIBMI has applied for antitrust immunity with United. has applied for antitrust immunity with United. 
With the uncertainty surrounding BMIWith the uncertainty surrounding BMI’’s independent s independent 
future, it has still not finalized a strategy once open future, it has still not finalized a strategy once open 
skies enters effect.skies enters effect.

British AirwaysBritish Airways bought additional Heathrow slots bought additional Heathrow slots 
from BMI last month, but has mostly remained silent from BMI last month, but has mostly remained silent 
over its intentions.over its intentions.

Continental AirlinesContinental Airlines has announced plans to serve has announced plans to serve 
Heathrow from Houston Bush before summer 2008, Heathrow from Houston Bush before summer 2008, 
but has not secured slots. The airline will be but has not secured slots. The airline will be 
maintaining its flights to Gatwick from Cleveland, maintaining its flights to Gatwick from Cleveland, 
Houston Bush, and Newark regardless of opening Houston Bush, and Newark regardless of opening 
Heathrow service.Heathrow service.

Delta Air LinesDelta Air Lines has secured slots at Heathrow from has secured slots at Heathrow from 
alliance partners Air France and KLM and will be alliance partners Air France and KLM and will be 
serving Heathrow from Atlanta and New York serving Heathrow from Atlanta and New York 
Kennedy from the first day of open skies. The future Kennedy from the first day of open skies. The future 
of the airlineof the airline’’s Cincinnatis Cincinnati--London Gatwick route is London Gatwick route is 
unclear.unclear.

Northwest AirlinesNorthwest Airlines is rumored to be working with is rumored to be working with 
longtime partner KLM to acquire Heathrow slots. longtime partner KLM to acquire Heathrow slots. 
Northwest currently serves Gatwick from Detroit and Northwest currently serves Gatwick from Detroit and 
Minneapolis/St. Paul.Minneapolis/St. Paul.

United AirlinesUnited Airlines has been reducing its presence in has been reducing its presence in 
London over the last few years, selling its New YorkLondon over the last few years, selling its New York--
London authority to Delta effective last October. London authority to Delta effective last October. 

US AirwaysUS Airways has not announced any Heathrow plans.has not announced any Heathrow plans.

Virgin Atlantic AirwaysVirgin Atlantic Airways has steadily moved its U.S. has steadily moved its U.S. 
flights from Gatwick to Heathrow since 1990. Only its flights from Gatwick to Heathrow since 1990. Only its 
flights to U.S. leisure markets, Las Vegas and flights to U.S. leisure markets, Las Vegas and 
Orlando, remain at Gatwick, where they are likely to Orlando, remain at Gatwick, where they are likely to 
stay.stay.

The U.K. was able to secure the delay of The U.K. was able to secure the delay of 
open skies until 30 March 2008, when open skies until 30 March 2008, when 
British AirwaysBritish Airways’’ new Terminal 5 at new Terminal 5 at 
Heathrow will open.Heathrow will open.
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Pan American World Airways was arguably the Pan American World Airways was arguably the 
worldworld’’s most influential airline, pioneering the use of s most influential airline, pioneering the use of 
many of the technologies and procedures of many of the technologies and procedures of 
international aviation today, helping set up many of international aviation today, helping set up many of 
todaytoday’’s major airlines, and symbolizing the longs major airlines, and symbolizing the long--time time 
U.S. dominance of the worldU.S. dominance of the world’’s skies.s skies.

Among its many impressive achievements, Pan Among its many impressive achievements, Pan 
American was the first airline to:American was the first airline to:
--develop and use instrument flight techniquesdevelop and use instrument flight techniques
--develop and use longdevelop and use long--range weather forecasting range weather forecasting 
--fly scheduled service across the Pacificfly scheduled service across the Pacific
--fly scheduled service across the Atlantic fly scheduled service across the Atlantic 
--fly scheduled service around the world fly scheduled service around the world 
--operate the 707operate the 707
--develop a computer reservations system develop a computer reservations system 
--operate the 747operate the 747

In addition, the list of airlines Pan American helped In addition, the list of airlines Pan American helped 
establish includes establish includes ArianaAriana Afghan Airlines, Austral, Afghan Airlines, Austral, 
Avianca, Avianca, AvensaAvensa, Copa, , Copa, CubanaCubana, Mexicana, Middle , Mexicana, Middle 
East Airlines, Philippine Airlines, and TACA.East Airlines, Philippine Airlines, and TACA.

Pan American Virtual is based primarily on the Pan American Virtual is based primarily on the 
airlineairline’’s operations in 1967, around the time the s operations in 1967, around the time the 
airline was at its peak in financial performance and airline was at its peak in financial performance and 
public opinion. The virtual airline is the only one inpublic opinion. The virtual airline is the only one in

SimAirline.net to offer the 707, 720, 727SimAirline.net to offer the 707, 720, 727--100, and 100, and 
DCDC--88--30.30.

Pan American Flights 1 and 2 were for decades Pan American Flights 1 and 2 were for decades 
the best known flight numbers in the world, flying the best known flight numbers in the world, flying 
around the world with nearly a dozen stops over the around the world with nearly a dozen stops over the 
course of two days.course of two days.

Pan American was also of great import to the U.S. Pan American was also of great import to the U.S. 
in times of war, most notably in World War II, when it:in times of war, most notably in World War II, when it:
--made the first roundmade the first round--thethe--world airliner flightworld airliner flight
--transported war materials to as far away as Chinatransported war materials to as far away as China
--flew U.S. President Roosevelt to the 1943 flew U.S. President Roosevelt to the 1943 
Casablanca ConferenceCasablanca Conference
--transported uranium from the Belgian Congo for the transported uranium from the Belgian Congo for the 
Manhattan ProjectManhattan Project

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--After appearing in the film After appearing in the film 2001: A Space Odyssey2001: A Space Odyssey, , 
Pan American sold tickets to the moon.Pan American sold tickets to the moon.
--The Pan American The Pan American ““meatballmeatball”” was long considered was long considered 
the most recognized logo in the world after Cocathe most recognized logo in the world after Coca--
Cola.Cola.
--Even now, New Yorkers still refer to the Pan Am Even now, New Yorkers still refer to the Pan Am 
Building as such.Building as such.

““Pan Am as always.Pan Am as always.””
--James Bond, James Bond, From Russia With LoveFrom Russia With Love
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A DC-8-33 arriving at Glasgow Prestwick

A 707-320B departing from Los Angeles
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Accounting can be confusing, and airline accounting even more soAccounting can be confusing, and airline accounting even more so, , 
with numerous specialized terms and figures, and different with numerous specialized terms and figures, and different 
accounting practices and terms depending on nationality. This accounting practices and terms depending on nationality. This 
article will go through the basics of airline financial statemenarticle will go through the basics of airline financial statements ts 
using Air Canadausing Air Canada’’s 2006 income statement (reproduced on page s 2006 income statement (reproduced on page 
11, and the pertinent parts surrounded in red) as an example.11, and the pertinent parts surrounded in red) as an example.

Financial TermsFinancial Terms

Operating revenuesOperating revenues for Air Canada in 2006 were for Air Canada in 2006 were 
$10.137 million. Operating revenues (sometimes referred $10.137 million. Operating revenues (sometimes referred 
to as turnover) refer to revenue earned through the to as turnover) refer to revenue earned through the 
primary operations of the company, and do not reflect primary operations of the company, and do not reflect 
any unusual expenses or earnings (the unusual item on any unusual expenses or earnings (the unusual item on 
this statement reflects the sale of the airlines this statement reflects the sale of the airlines AeroplanAeroplan
mileage program).mileage program).

Operating expensesOperating expenses are frequently listed, and like are frequently listed, and like 
operating revenue, refer to expenses incurred through operating revenue, refer to expenses incurred through 
the companythe company’’s primary operations.s primary operations.

Operating income (loss)Operating income (loss) (also known as operating (also known as operating 
profit) is simply operating revenues minus operating profit) is simply operating revenues minus operating 
expenses. If the number is negative, parentheses are expenses. If the number is negative, parentheses are 
used. Similarly, used. Similarly, nonnon--operating income (expense)operating income (expense) also also 
exists.exists.

Subtracting nonSubtracting non--operating income (expense) from operating income (expense) from 
operating income (loss) will give the operating income (loss) will give the EBIT EBIT (earnings (earnings 
before interest and taxes), ($77 million) in our example. before interest and taxes), ($77 million) in our example. 
Finally, Air Canada receives a tax credit of $3 million, Finally, Air Canada receives a tax credit of $3 million, 
increasing their increasing their income (loss) for the periodincome (loss) for the period (also (also 
called net income) to ($74 million).called net income) to ($74 million).

The The operating marginoperating margin is calculated by dividing the is calculated by dividing the 
operating income by operating revenues.operating income by operating revenues.

--continued on page 12continued on page 12--

Operating TermsOperating Terms

Revenue passenger miles (RPM)Revenue passenger miles (RPM) is the total number is the total number 
of passengers the airline flew multiplied by the average of passengers the airline flew multiplied by the average 
number of miles the passengers flew. A related term is number of miles the passengers flew. A related term is 
the the available seat miles (ASM)available seat miles (ASM), which is the number of , which is the number of 
seats the airline flew multiplied by the average distance seats the airline flew multiplied by the average distance 
the aircraft (seats) flew. Both these terms are often the aircraft (seats) flew. Both these terms are often 
expressed in kilometers.expressed in kilometers.

Dividing ASM by RPM gives the Dividing ASM by RPM gives the systemwidesystemwide passenger passenger 
load factorload factor. Note that it is not calculated by averaging . Note that it is not calculated by averaging 
the load factor for all flightsthe load factor for all flights——this this systemwidesystemwide measure measure 
accounts for variation in flight length and the number of accounts for variation in flight length and the number of 
seats on board.seats on board.

Operating revenue per ASMOperating revenue per ASM (RASM) is the total (RASM) is the total 
operating revenue divided by ASM. operating revenue divided by ASM. Operating expense Operating expense 
per ASMper ASM (CASM) is the total operating expenses (i.e., (CASM) is the total operating expenses (i.e., 
operating costs) divided by ASM. Comparing RASM and operating costs) divided by ASM. Comparing RASM and 
CASM figures for airlines are easy ways to determine CASM figures for airlines are easy ways to determine 
competitive advantage.competitive advantage.

In recent years, volatility in fuel prices have led airlines to In recent years, volatility in fuel prices have led airlines to 
report CASM excluding fuel. This has been to weed out report CASM excluding fuel. This has been to weed out 
the effects of rising fuel prices and demonstrate progress the effects of rising fuel prices and demonstrate progress 
in lowering costs in other areas.in lowering costs in other areas.

Passenger revenue yield per RPMPassenger revenue yield per RPM (usually just (usually just 
referred to as yield) is obtained by multiplying RASM by referred to as yield) is obtained by multiplying RASM by 
the load factor. It is important that one looks at all the load factor. It is important that one looks at all 
operating figures rather than focusing on just one. A low operating figures rather than focusing on just one. A low 
load factor is not in itself a bad thing if the yield remains load factor is not in itself a bad thing if the yield remains 
high.high.

Available Available tonnetonne kilometerskilometers (ATK) are not given here, (ATK) are not given here, 
but are common for airlines outside of North America. but are common for airlines outside of North America. 
This measure, like ASM (ASK), reflects how much This measure, like ASM (ASK), reflects how much 
passenger and cargo capacity the airline supplied.passenger and cargo capacity the airline supplied.

Airline Financial Statements:Airline Financial Statements:
An IntroductionAn Introduction
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ORY was the home of AOM French Airlines ORY was the home of AOM French Airlines 
for ten of its thirteen years of operations.for ten of its thirteen years of operations.

HHUBUB FFOCUSOCUS
Paris Orly Airport (ORY/LFPO)Paris Orly Airport (ORY/LFPO)
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Paris Orly Airport was FranceParis Orly Airport was France’’s largest and s largest and 
busiest airport until the opening of Charles de busiest airport until the opening of Charles de 
Gaulle Airport (CDG) in 1973, and currently Gaulle Airport (CDG) in 1973, and currently 
serves as the primary base for serves as the primary base for CorsairflyCorsairfly, as well , as well 
as Air Franceas Air France’’s primary domestic facility. The s primary domestic facility. The 
airport was also the home to AOM French airport was also the home to AOM French 
Airlines.Airlines.

Orly has two terminals, the South Terminal, Orly has two terminals, the South Terminal, 
home to home to CorsairflyCorsairfly and most international and most international 
airlines, and the larger West Terminal, where Air airlines, and the larger West Terminal, where Air 
FranceFrance’’s operations are based.s operations are based.

Despite being closer to the city than CDG, Orly Despite being closer to the city than CDG, Orly 
functions much like Gatwick internationallyfunctions much like Gatwick internationally——it it 
serves more leisure traffic. However, it is serves more leisure traffic. However, it is 
preferred for domestic routes, with Air France preferred for domestic routes, with Air France 
offering highoffering high--frequency shuttle service to frequency shuttle service to 
Marseille and Nice.Marseille and Nice.

Among SimAirline.net virtual airlines, Orly is Among SimAirline.net virtual airlines, Orly is 
served by AOM, British Airways, Pan American, served by AOM, British Airways, Pan American, 
and Sabena.and Sabena.

AOM flew from Orly to all of its destinations, AOM flew from Orly to all of its destinations, 
including including SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss second longest flight, second longest flight, 
IW923/924, Paris OrlyIW923/924, Paris Orly--ColomboColombo--SydneySydney--
NoumeaNoumea and return, a 12,000and return, a 12,000--mile journey.mile journey.

Service within Europe is also offered on British Service within Europe is also offered on British 
Airways (London Heathrow) and Sabena Airways (London Heathrow) and Sabena 
(Brussels). Pan American Virtual flies from Paris (Brussels). Pan American Virtual flies from Paris 
Orly to Ankara, Baghdad, Baltimore, Beirut, Orly to Ankara, Baghdad, Baltimore, Beirut, 
Boston, Chicago OBoston, Chicago O’’Hare, Damascus, Istanbul, Los Hare, Damascus, Istanbul, Los 
Angeles, New York Kennedy, Portland, OR, Rome, Angeles, New York Kennedy, Portland, OR, Rome, 
San Francisco, Seattle/Tacoma, Shannon, San Francisco, Seattle/Tacoma, Shannon, 
Tehran Tehran MehrabadMehrabad, and Washington Dulles., and Washington Dulles.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Orly maintained a small airbase from 1948 until Orly maintained a small airbase from 1948 until 
1967, when France withdrew from the military 1967, when France withdrew from the military 
side of NATO.side of NATO.
--The wellThe well--known Turkish Airlines Flight 981 DCknown Turkish Airlines Flight 981 DC--
10 crash in 1974 occurred shortly after takeoff 10 crash in 1974 occurred shortly after takeoff 
from Orly.from Orly.

Charles Condette

Jens Flunkert

ORYORY’’ss larger West Terminal (foreground) larger West Terminal (foreground) 
hosts most of Parishosts most of Paris’’ domestic flights.domestic flights.
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IcelandairIcelandair’’ss home market is one of the most season in home market is one of the most season in 
the world, with freezing temperatures in winter but an the world, with freezing temperatures in winter but an 
attractive climate during the summer. At its low point attractive climate during the summer. At its low point 
this past winter, the airline operated just 134 weekly this past winter, the airline operated just 134 weekly 
flights (less than ten round trips per day), but 332 weekly flights (less than ten round trips per day), but 332 weekly 
flights at the peak of this summer season.flights at the peak of this summer season.

IcelandairIcelandair’’ss traffic is built around both North Atlantic traffic is built around both North Atlantic 
transfers and tourists to Iceland itself, so the airline has transfers and tourists to Iceland itself, so the airline has 
been able to sustain its size in summer by leasing its been able to sustain its size in summer by leasing its 
aircraft to other airlines, primarily through its sister aircraft to other airlines, primarily through its sister 
company company LoftleiLoftleiðirir Icelandic, during the lowIcelandic, during the low--demand demand 
winter months.winter months.

While some aircraft remain in service for Icelandair While some aircraft remain in service for Icelandair 
yearyear--round, many do not, and these aircraft are most round, many do not, and these aircraft are most 
easily recognized by their lack of a blue belly. easily recognized by their lack of a blue belly. 
““EurowhiteEurowhite”” schemes are highly popular among schemes are highly popular among lessorslessors
because the aircraft can easily be repainted with a because the aircraft can easily be repainted with a 
different airlinedifferent airline’’s titles.s titles.

Iceland has become an especially popular source for Iceland has become an especially popular source for 
aircraft leasing over the last few years (Air Atlantic aircraft leasing over the last few years (Air Atlantic 
Icelandic is one of the largest 747 Icelandic is one of the largest 747 lessorslessors in the world)in the world)——
its proximity to Europe provides it with a large market, its proximity to Europe provides it with a large market, 
but the countrybut the country’’s lack of European Union membership s lack of European Union membership 
keep it free of tax prying. Icelandkeep it free of tax prying. Iceland’’s corporate tax rates s corporate tax rates 
are also among the lowest in the world. Yet most of are also among the lowest in the world. Yet most of 
IcelandairIcelandair’’ss own aircraft are not even owned by the own aircraft are not even owned by the 
airline, but leased as well.airline, but leased as well.

For 2006, 62% of the Icelandair GroupFor 2006, 62% of the Icelandair Group’’s revenue s revenue 
came from airline operations, but an additional 19% came from airline operations, but an additional 19% 
came through the groupcame through the group’’s extensive leasing activities, s extensive leasing activities, 

Icelandair Group FleetIcelandair Group Fleet
Airbus A320Airbus A320--200 (2)200 (2) Boeing 757Boeing 757--200F (5)200F (5)
Boeing 737Boeing 737--300 (5)300 (5) Boeing 757Boeing 757--300 (1)300 (1)
Boeing 737Boeing 737--400 (2)400 (2) Boeing 767Boeing 767--300 (1)300 (1)
Boeing 737Boeing 737--500 (3)500 (3) Boeing 767Boeing 767--300ER (2)300ER (2)
Boeing 737Boeing 737--800 (12)800 (12) De Havilland Dash 6 (2)De Havilland Dash 6 (2)
Boeing 747Boeing 747--400F (1)400F (1) De Havilland Dash 8 (2)De Havilland Dash 8 (2)
Boeing 757Boeing 757--200 (16)200 (16) Fokker 50 (6)Fokker 50 (6)

Current and Recent Leasing CustomersCurrent and Recent Leasing Customers
AeromarAeromar AirlinesAirlines GirjetGirjet
Air BerlinAir Berlin Hainan AirlinesHainan Airlines
Air ChinaAir China IcelandairIcelandair
Air IcelandAir Iceland Icelandair CargoIcelandair Cargo
Air MaltaAir Malta IsrairIsrair
Air Air MediterraneeMediterranee LoftleidirLoftleidir HolidaysHolidays
Austrian Air ServicesAustrian Air Services Santa Barbara AirlinesSanta Barbara Airlines
Blue LineBlue Line Skyways AirlinesSkyways Airlines
Bluebird CargoBluebird Cargo TNTTNT
BMIBMI Virgin Nigeria AirwaysVirgin Nigeria Airways
AV8AirAV8Air VolareVolare AirlinesAirlines
Ghana International AirwaysGhana International Airways YES Air CharterYES Air Charter

Peak DemandPeak Demand

which have expanded in which have expanded in recent years to include recent years to include IceleaseIcelease
and and LatCharterLatCharter..

Icelandair was one of the first 787 customers and has Icelandair was one of the first 787 customers and has 
four 787four 787--8s on order. When the first one arrives in 2010, 8s on order. When the first one arrives in 2010, 
it will likely be used in much the same way as the rest of it will likely be used in much the same way as the rest of 
the Icelandair fleetthe Icelandair fleet——used internally in the peak months used internally in the peak months 
and leased out to airlines around the world during winter.and leased out to airlines around the world during winter.
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The latest James Bond film, The latest James Bond film, Casino Casino 
Royale,Royale, featured a Virgin Atlantic featured a Virgin Atlantic 
A340A340--600 in a chase scene, and 600 in a chase scene, and 
included a brief cameo by Sir included a brief cameo by Sir 
Richard Branson. The version of the Richard Branson. The version of the 
film shown onboard British Airways film shown onboard British Airways 
flights, however, contains neither, flights, however, contains neither, 
with the airlinewith the airline’’s archrival having s archrival having 
been airbrushed out. "All films are been airbrushed out. "All films are 
screenedscreened…….we want to ensure they .we want to ensure they 
contain no material that might contain no material that might 
upset our customers,upset our customers,”” said a British said a British 
Airways spokesman.Airways spokesman.

Despite signs that Despite signs that AirTranAirTran AirwaysAirways’’
hostile bid may be all but dead, hostile bid may be all but dead, 
MilwaukeeMilwaukee--based Midwest Airlines is based Midwest Airlines is 
continuing its public defense continuing its public defense 
campaigns, primarily centered around campaigns, primarily centered around 
its famous onits famous on--board chocolate chip board chocolate chip 
cookies. In addition to launching cookies. In addition to launching 
savethecookie.comsavethecookie.com for supporters to for supporters to 
visit, the airlinevisit, the airline’’s cookie mascot, Chip, s cookie mascot, Chip, 
will be at Milwaukee Brewers baseball will be at Milwaukee Brewers baseball 
games. Also, the airlinegames. Also, the airline’’s cookies are s cookies are 
now available during games, three for now available during games, three for 
$3.$3.


